Introduction
As is well known, Modern German presents something of a synchronic puzzle with regard to one particular use of the verb geben. In particular, with es 'it' as a subject, and thus just in the third person singular form, when occurring with a direct object in the accusative case, the verb has an existential reading, with the accusative interpreted as the subject, as in (1): (1) Es gibt einen Hund hier.
es give/3SG a-dog/ACC here 'There is a dog here'.
Elsewhere, however, geben shows other syntactic and semantic possibilities; universally recognized as the prototypical sense and construction are those exemplified in (2) , where geben is freer in terms of subject selection than in (1) , occurs with direct and indirect object, and has the meaning 'give': The puzzle, therefore, concerns why geben, which has a more usual "other life" as in (2), should
show the special syntax and the specialized semantics it does when occurring in the existential construction of (1) .
One solution to this anomaly would be to seek a path by which the semantics of 'give' could come -or have come, when the extension is viewed historically -to signal existence, thus treating the existential sense of geben as a (relatively recent) innovation within the history of German. Indeed, this is the traditional approach that has been taken, e.g. by Hammer (1971: 221) , where existence is treated as giving in a figurative sense: "The origin and explanation of this phrase [es gibt], 'it gives' is: Nature (or Providence) gives (provides, produces). This is a clue to the uses of es gibt, e.g. Es hat letztes Jahn eine gute Ernte gegeben 'There was a good harvest last year'". In a similar vein, Newman (1996: 163ff.) , 3 working within a (Langackerstyle) Cognitive Grammar framework, provides a basis for a path by which the semantics of 'give' could come to signal 'exist': "In this view the presented thing may be thought of as being put into relief, or 'thrown up' by the scene. One may therefore think of es gibt as putting some entity on an imaginary stage for contemplation or comment. In so doing, attention is focused on that thing itself, rather than, say, its location somewhere." Newman goes on to say (1996:272ff.), apparently agreeing with Hammer, that the posited semantic extension was mediated through a sense of geben attested in late Middle High German, namely 'yield, produce', so that the shift was 'transfer of possession' -> 'produce, yield' -> 'bring into existence' -> 'exist'. 4 A few implications follow as a consequence of such accounts: first, that there is a direct historical connection among various senses of geben and second, that the verb is polysemous in Modern German, with the existence-meaning being an extension (thus both synchronically and diachronically) of the "manifestation" schema that also underlies the meaning 'to present' or 'to give'. And to be sure, it is appropriate to examine the history of the verb for insight into this question, as Newman (1997: 307) 5 Alternatively, the apparently unusual meaning could represent a retention of an earlier meaning, rather than an innovation.
It is therefore essential to consider as wide a range of historical data as possible before deciding on the origin of the existential use of geben, and additional evidence, involving comparative data from within Germanic and from other branches of Indo-European, is brought forth here in an effort to present existential geben in its fullest diachronic perspective. Such a broader view is important, since it turns out, interestingly, that claims of recent polysemy for geben may well be exaggerated and unnecessary, since the existential sense of geben could represent an echo of (a "persistence" from) the verb's etymological source.
The Relevant Facts Within Germanic
Virtually all scholars who have examined the German existential use of 'give' note that it essentially is isolated, with few or no parallels within Germanic, and moreover that it actually occurs somewhat late in the German tradition, being first attested in the late Middle High
German period (14th century, according to Newman 1996: 272) and gaining frequency only in the 16th century (so Dal 1966 : 167, Ebert 1986 :38, Newman 1996 . Indeed, as Newman Mennonite and Amish communities, the extent of their impact on American English remains to be assessed, and in any case, Pennsylvania German seems not to have existential geben either. 12 Finally, given anti-German sentiment in post-World War I America, it is hard to see what the motivation would be for the calquing of any German expression at that time.
Nonetheless, despite these misgivings, it must be admitted that a contact explanation for what gives cannot be completely excluded, especially in light of its very recent attestation.
Thus, the comparison with es gibt is somewhat speculative, and, as a result, the basis for a Proto-West Germanic reconstruction becomes less compelling. A consideration of relevant facts from outside of Germanic is therefore important for judging the status of the emergence of the existential use of geben in German.
The Relevant Extra-Germanic Facts
Forms cognate to geben/give occur in branches of Indo-European outside of Germanic. geben implies a Proto-Germanic root *geb-, 13 and this points to a Proto-Indo-European *ghVbh-.
14 Outside of Germanic, one finds Old Irish gaibid and Latin habe ; both from PIE *ghabh-but with semantics different from Germanic, meaning rather 'take; hold; have'. The semantics will turn out not to be problematic, and it is significant that both of these verbs participate in existential(-like) constructions that make for an interesting comparison with existential geben.
The existential use of gaibid in Old Irish is quite limited, but thus potentially quite important for the claims being developed here. Regarding the expression of existentials in general in Irish, for the most part the so-called "substantive" verb is used. This lexeme is a conflation mainly of Indo-European *staH-'stand, be (in a location)' (e.g. 3SG present
indicative -tá) and *bhewH-'be(come) , though the form fil (originally the imperative of a verb *wel-'see') with an object pronoun substitutes in some contexts. 'it is clear that they are' (literally: "is clear that they have taken it").
Similarly, in Late Latin (see Bauer 1999 for discussion and relevant literature), the impersonal use of the third person singular form of habe 'have', namely habet , occurred in an existential construction, often with the locative adverb ibi, thus literally "it has there"; this collocation is the source of Romance existentials such as French il y a and Spanish hay.
As with the inner-Germanic comparisons, however, these extra-Germanic parallels to the use of geben as an existential are not without problems. For one thing, the lateness of the attestation of the Latin use of habet is admittedly difficult (as above with the West Germanic evidence), and it has usually been claimed (most recently by García-Hernández 1992) that Latin could have calqued this usage on the late-ish Ancient Greek use of 3SG 'it has', as an existential. Although Bauer 1999 has recently countered the claim of Greek influence being responsible for Latin habet -for one thing, existential occurs late in the Greek tradition, being attested first in Hellenistic papyri in the post-Classical period -she nonetheless claims that habet is an innovation within Latin; if so, it would not be suitable as a comparandum to existential geben.
With regard to Irish gaibid, the severe constraints on its existential use make it a potentially important comparandum (following Meillet's dictum), but these specific restrictions are not matched by any found with geben (or habet, for that matter). Moreover, Irish has a number of "solutions" to what to do with existentials (as the mix of roots in the substantive verb shows) and the substantive verb is not used only existentially, covering "existence, presence, being in a certain condition" (Thurneysen 1946: 475) and even some simple copular uses; indeed, the uses in (3) are not really robustly existential. Thus, the Irish parallel can at best remain no more than suggestive.
More generally, the fact that in each case, i.e., in Latin, in Greek, in German, and in English, the potentially interesting existentials are attested only late in their respective traditions must be considered unsettling from the point of view of trying to make something significant out of the parallels. Nonetheless, it is possible to impose a reasonable interpretation on them, in a way that has important implications for the status of the German es gibt construction.
Interpreting the Preceding
If the Irish and the Latin existential uses of *ghabh-'take, hold, have' reflect an old usage, 15 then so could es gibt. On the other hand, if the Irish and Latin uses in section 3 are not related, then they are independent developments and point to TAKE/HAVE -> EXIST as a "natural" development. Either way, however, since Germanic *geb-ultimately comes to have a meaning of 'give', a semantic shift must be posited, either just to existence, if 'give' was the original meaning, or to existence and to 'give', if 'take, hold, have' was the original meaning of that root.
Moreover, it is likely that 'take, hold, have' was the original meaning for Germanic *gVb-, based on the evidence of the derivatives of this root in Gothic, namely gabei 'wealth' (i.e., 'that which one has (taken)') and gabigs 'wealthy' (i.e. 'one who has (taken) much'). 16 .
Therefore, the real issue with geben and es gibt is not the existential sense per se, which now can be seen as a reflection of original 'take, hold, have' semantics of its root, but rather the shift in the basic meaning of the root away from 'take, hold, have' in the direction of 'give'.
This, however, is a shift that can be motivated, thus adding further plausibility to the scenario offered here in which existential geben is an archaism.
The essential background for understanding the shift is the semantics of reciprocal exchange transactions in Indo-European, as discussed by Benveniste (1969: 65-86 with Tocharian B ai-tsi 'to give/INF'. Relevant also is the fact that 'give' in Sanskrit, the root d -, means 'take' when used with the directional preverb indicating direction towards the subject. These facts taken together suggested to Benveniste that these verbs originally referred globally to the transaction of exchanging, in the social context of reciprocal giving, rather than just to one side (or the other) of the exchange; specialization of the semantics to one aspect of the overall exchange scenario occurred independently in the various languages, and the geben/gaibid/habe connection fits into this broader set of reciprocal exchange terms, with
Germanic on the one hand and Irish and Latin on the other focussing on different sides of the transaction, just as Germanic and Greek did with regard to *nem-. Moreover, there is an independent indication of a connection between 'give' and 'take' within Germanic 18 in the vocalism of the verbal root *geb-'give' -the Germanic *e, as opposed to the *a (thus, *ghabh-)in the Latin/Irish cognates and the Germanic substantival derivatives (e.g. in Gothic), is said to reflect analogy with the root *nem-underlying niman/nehmen 'take' (so Kluge 1995: s.v.).
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One can therefore say that es gibt could well be an archaism in retaining an aspect of the earlier semantics of the root that ultimately, in other contexts, yielded the meaning 'give'.
Whether the shift from 'have, hold, take' to 'exist' took place independently in Germanic, in Celtic, and in Italic or instead represents an innovation common to those three groups, perhaps even what may be termed a common "western" Indo-European innovation, 20 is unclear. In any case, though, this development is reminiscent of the "Principle of Persistence" (Hopper 1991: 28ff.) in grammaticalization, namely that "the meaning and function of a grammatical form [is related] to its history as a lexical morpheme", though the fact that es gibt is not robustly grammatical in nature reminds us that this "principle" is really just a property of language change in general (as suggested also by the facts in footnote 16) and not a property of "grammaticalization" as distinct from other types of morphological and lexical change. 
Conclusion
Despite the preceding discussion, it must be admitted that the attestation problem for the West
